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Will I be able to successfully compose three architectural compositions to create
different emotions for the play?
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Specialization Documentation
My specialization plan is to compose a level that incorporates three architectural patterns that are applied in the
real world. I want to use these to evoke three different emotional experiences and see if this can also be applied to
the gaming world. The main focus of my specialization is to apply architectural compositions and designs in game
level design. My project includes three scenarios that are linked together into one walkthrough. Each scenario
features different architectural patterns and compositions that the player can experience and in the following I will
explain my design decisions.

Waiting Room (Neutral Area)
To start the experience with I decided to use a room as neutral as possible to start with to enhance the effect of
the following areas. This room is also the beginning and the end of my level and it can also be used to shortcut
oneself instantly to area 1-3.

Area 1
The feelings I tried to evoke with the first area are overwhelmed, in awe and suppressed. To create this I in general
used a socialist realism architectural style. This style was formally used to rationalize a country which means that
whole cities where build according to a general development plan.
One of the main features I included in my level is the symmetry of the whole layout. It gives a disconnected feeling
between person and architecture because it promotes functionality and not comfort.

(Top down view)
The second important thing to notice is the building height. Almost 90% of the buildings have more than four
stories. The architectural pattern explains that there is sufficient evidence to show that high buildings make people
crazy, they destroy social life, promote crime, make it difficult for children, they are expensive to maintain, they
wreck the open spaces near them and they damage light and air view. This pattern has been used largely in preand during war times because of its impressions.
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(Exceeding the four story limit)
As the first area ends the player ends up in a more run down back place that forms a transition to the second area.
Trash, filth, fire cans and partly destroyed buildings start to tear up the unbreakable appearance of the strong and
symmetric building cluster until the player reaches some sort of containment part.

(Transition to Area 2)

Area 2
The second area is a dark, wet and a possibly dangerous setting to evoke feelings like anxiety, fear and discomfort.
I used narrow spaces and limited visibility in a dark place to make the player as uncomfortable as possible. The
player will start at the top of the stairs by the closed door of the first area; by walking downstairs he will enter a
subway station similar surrounding. Everything is broken and dirty, there are trash cans lit with fire and the
garbage bags over the place produce a filthy and unhygienic environment.
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(Subway station, beginning area 2)
The lights are broken and the ones that still work give a limited amount of light. In general this area gives the
impression of an underground society of broken down people connected with infection and disease.
From the maintenance door that has been ripped off the wall the player is able to continue through a water pump
station that is partially flooded. Pipes are torn apart and water is streaming heavily out of it which creates a
sensation of drowning combined with the narrow spaced area.

(Broken water pipes)
The broken water pipes will lead the player to the sewers where the air is thick and the water is dirty. This pattern
describes the opposite of a healthy and friendly environment where natural pools and stream enrich humanity’s
life. In this part the natural sources of water are covered in filth and are everything except healthy. Rainwater runs
underground in these sewer waters that are so polluted that normally no one wants to go near them at all.
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(Underground sewers)
When the player reaches the end of the sewers he ends up beneath a prison complex that has been abandoned or
breached. Lights are malfunctioning and there are no windows. This again is an opposing pattern that describes
the need for windows in any long hallway. The prison part however has no windows at all and is narrowly tall
designed to give claustrophobic and depressing impressions.

(Malfunctioning prison parts)
The second area ends with a security room that leads the player outside the prison parts to the final area.
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Area 3
The third area functions as a relief part after walking through the first and especially the second area. After exiting
the prison the sun shines again, birds are flying and nature blossoms as far as you can see. The feelings I try to
evoke here are mainly happiness, tranquility and harmony. To achieve this one of the main patterns is to connect
to nature again. The beginning part of the third area works as a transition between the polluted sewers and prison
parts and the upcoming healthy water streams that fill the area with life and harmony.

(Prison courtyard, exit)

(Transition between polluted and healthy water)
The third part has no buildings exceeding 4 stories and looks slightly abandoned. Far away from humanity this
restful place lies in harmony again with nature. It features green streets; plants and grass are all over the pathway,
flowers decorate the sideways peacefully and trees grow without being cut down. Another pattern are the quiet
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backs who provide a tranquil and in sync with nature atmosphere where you can hear only natural sounds such as
the birds, wind and water.

(Quiet backs promoting nature)
Since the sound of water plays a very powerful role in creating this kind of quiet I connected a few of the open
spaces with a direct water flow and pools. In addition the whole area features an accessible green that is often
needed to calm down hectic areas; in this case it underlines the peacefulness of the location.

(Waterfall and quiet stream that flows down the hill)
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(Pools promote comfort)
One of the most important patterns is the actual location of the area. It is set on a high place that gives a great
view down the hill and stretches over the horizon. The instinct to climb and walk up higher places from which one
can look down and reflect seems to be a fundamental instinct to humanity. It gives people a place which they can
see from far away and orient themselves towards their destination.

(Mountain site view)
Mountains are marked as places of special importance; rivers and bridges become holy; a building or a tree, or
rock or stone, takes on the power through which people can connect themselves to their own past. This is
amplified by the need to surpass three stages before the view is opened: The prison courtyard, river streams and
finally an elevated platform that embraces the iconic view. The area becomes a kind of inner sanctum at the core
and offers places where people can relax, enjoy themselves and feel the presence of peace and nature. In addition
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the site is shielded so that it can only be reached on foot and through a series of gateways and thresholds which
reveal it gradually.
A similar pattern also gives a Zen view. This view is revealed carefully in steps; the first glimpse is seen when
crossing the river stones by looking to the left. The tricky part is to not reveal it all at once but in stages. The mist in
the distance helps to cover up parts of the mountain and create a sense of secrecy.

(Zen View)

Conclusion
Facing the task of creating three different environments that evoke different emotions to the player turned out to
be quite challenging. Using feedback and iterating as much as possible I also received helpful tips such as to include
a neutral room (the waiting room) to create a bigger contrast for the upcoming levels. Still I felt the need to
connect them as realistic as possible and soon encountered many problems such as transition areas which felt not
convincing enough. Creating these turned out to be a big scope and I had to work hard to achieve these
nevertheless. From the feedback of non-players I‘ve received was for the first area that it felt like a prison and was
too intimidating. To counter this I lighten up the area a bit and added snow which for once reminds people of cold
and distant scenarios but also a glimpse of Christmas. Using this, the ground and walk able space became
friendlier, in contrast to the buildings that surround this area. The player now feels a bit intimidated and
disconnected by the buildings but is not afraid of them anymore.
My initial second level was to create a dense street of tall buildings where the effect of the first area would apply
more aggressively. Unfortunately this was not as effective as I expected and it destroyed the immersion. Therefore
I redesigned this area to become a containment zone that flows into a subway with sewers and a prison part. First
feedback for this area was positive but it needed more atmosphere to evoke anxiety and fear as I intended. Playing
with lighting and particle effects promoted this effect and enhanced the feeling of an unsterile surrounding.
As for the third part the original housing hill composition felt too crowded and uncomfortable, in fact the opposite
from what I intended. Therefore I switched to a Greek architecture. Light colors such as white blue and light red
gave the level a positive and friendly feeling. In addition the streams, waterfalls and foliage gave the whole area a
nice touch of nature and tranquility. From feedback I learned that I had to cover the Zen view into something more
mystical and secret opposing structure. By adding mist and other particles I covered the lower parts of the sacred
site to a more positive outcome.
To conclude my project I feel that I have reached my goal of creating three distinct feelings. However these
diversified from to person and it is hard to generalize this for every individual.
Having said this there are several ways to improve the immersion and intensify the intended emotions by
improving for instance the audio. My audio only features basic ambient, water and fire sounds. Also footsteps that
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didn’t sync with every material the player can walk on. Creating realistic and believable audio would greatly
improve the experience in overall. Another thing that could apply would be the Oculus Rift in order to see the
areas in 3D and experience it as realistic as possible.
In the end I have to say that for me this project was a big success because I not only achieved to create three
different feelings but also acquired knowledge of the next gen engine Unreal Engine 4.
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